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MOTION SPACE REIKI
ONLINE CERTIFICATION COURSES

An approach to Reiki that includes practical tools 
and embodied skills.

MOTION SPACE REIKI
Your Pathway with Reiki

3 Online Options

Self Paced & INDEPENDENT

GUIDED SUPPORT

2-Hour LIVE 
Discovery Session

Wendy Masterson
MSME/T, IDME,Reiki, MFA

themotionspace.com

from my clients & students...

Wendy Masterson is a humble practitioner bringing rich knowledge and wisdom from multiple
perspectives.  K. Jordan

I can't recommend Wendy highly enough.  She's a master at
putting people back together! S. Hudson

Thank you for everything that you taught me. You are a true teacher and healer; the best I've ever
known. Thank you for passing along your wisdom and showing me that there is truth in what I feel.
A. Rickert

Wendy is dedicated to what she sets out to do. The dedication is an expression of
what she loves, it comes from her heart. This is the secret ingredient she brings to

whoever she works with, in what ever form or modality. K. Kraimer

A lovely woman who is very highly skilled.  D Ries
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after registering you will...
Have access to the online modules.
The modules are given in a specific order. Some modules may require completing previous
modules before going onward.

Example:  You must complete the Attunement module prior to learning the hand position
sequences.

Upon completion you will receive your Reiki I certificate.
 
OPTION 1:  SELF-PACED & INDEPENDENT
You are on your own.  If you need more support, contact me for a private session or upgrade to the
other options.

OPTIONS 2 & 3 UPGRADES
Dates for the LIVE SESSIONS will be posted and sent to you.   (If not already established at course
launch.)

Online courses including the LIVE modules/sessions are non-refundable 
once the links have been sent. In some cases these links are sent automatically upon

registration and payment.

PLEASE NOTE

INTERESTED IN REIKI II?
Discounted rate for MOTION SPACE Reiki I graduates.

You will learn 
Distance Reiki, 
the 3 Power Symbols 
plus Embodiment Modules


